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Marketing analytics is quickly becoming a mainstream component of the fundraising sector. With the combined 
goal of enhancing the constituent experience and optimizing the nonprofit’s marketing and fundraising 
resources, it’s easy to understand why enthusiasm is high for this powerful discipline. In this vein, nonprofits 
are challenged by their boards, executive teams, and, most importantly, their donors, who say:

 f Be more efficient: Do more with less. Or at least do more with what you already have.

 f Engage more and in more relevant ways: Engage your prospects and donors more and personalize the 
connection. Know what your donors want and then work very hard to give it to them. 

 f It’s not always what, but when: Donors vary in how often and when they want to hear from you. Figure 
out the right cadence and timing for your donors – they appreciate it (increasingly, demand it), and it’s more 
cost effective for the charity.

 f Connect with donors where they live: Identify which channels your donors prefer and make a point of 
meeting and engaging them there.

Taking a step back, there are four reasons why 
marketing analytics is emerging at this time in the 
nonprofit sector:

Channel proliferation: Nonprofits are engaging 
their constituents across more channels than ever 
before, creating a very large, complex collection of data that is waiting to be mined. Growing use of digital 
channels is increasing the velocity at which data is created at an exponential rate – more data crosses the 
internet every second than was stored on the entire internet 20 years ago!1 Applying science to the data 
via proven statistical marketing analytics techniques enables you to manage, measure, and optimize your 
fundraising programs across various media/channels and fundraising strategies.

Technology abounds: Wrestling the “big data bear” to the ground is now possible via technologies such 
has Hadoop and related open-source tools, cloud computing, and a vast array of advanced analytic and 
data visualization tools. Very complex analytic computing can be done quickly and efficiently in real-time 
environments leveraging these technologies and tools.  

STATE OF ANALYTICS IN THE 
NONPROFIT SECTOR

1
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1HBR October 2012 “Big Data: The Management Revolution”
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STATE OF ANALYTICS IN THE 
NONPROFIT SECTOR (CONT.)

Program proliferation: Nonprofits are growing through scale and diversification – vertically and 
horizontally. The scale is largely achieved through automation, while the diversification manifests as  
more individual giving options, including programs for donors at the low end of the giving pyramid. 
More frequently than ever before, chief development officers are finding that they are managing a  
portfolio of giving programs, challenged to not only tune each program individually, but to optimize 
budgets and resources across the entire program portfolio to meet revenue growth goals. Marketing 
analytics plays a lead role here with measurement, predictive analytics, attribution, and optimization 
solutions to maximize the effectiveness of spend across channels – it’s all about eliminating the need to 
guess and making analytically driven decisions to generate “as much juice for the squeeze” as possible.

Analytics success stories – becoming more agile than your competitors: Analytics in the nonprofit 
sector has certainly flourished more (and more quickly) on the heels of high profile success stories from  
the political sector – think President Obama’s re-election in 2012, characterized by CNN as follows:

“What [Obama’s analysts] revealed as they pulled back the curtain was a massive data effort that helped 
Obama raise $1 billion, remade the process of targeting TV ads, and created detailed models of swing-
state voters that could be used to increase the effectiveness of everything from phone calls and door 
knocks to direct mailings and social media.”2 

The nonprofit industry took notice, and like presidential cycles 
before it, the 2012 presidential election not only revved up interest in 
analytics, but catalyzed an influx of analytics professionals into our 
philanthropy sector – a sector that is analogous to politics in having 
fundraising as a core theme and discipline for success.  

The commercial sector is doing its part to boost analytics interest in the 
nonprofit sector as well-known brands such as GEICO appear on the 
cover of Advertising Age, not so much because of their Gecko or their 
amazingly effective creative, but to showcase their big spend on data, 
analytics, and digital advertising. Board members, CEOs, executive 
directors, and chief marketing and development officers at forward-
leaning nonprofits noticed and visualized this future for their charities. 
They are beginning to realize that organizations that harness the power 
of data-driven decision making will outperform those that do not.

2Scherer, Michael. How Obama’s Data Crunchers Helped Him Win. CNN, November 8, 2012 
http://www.cnn.com/2012/11/07/tech/web/obama-campaign-tech-team/index.html
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Looking more closely at marketing analytics, it is helpful to have a framework to organize our discussion.   
While there are several choices, the framework for this paper – which works best for development – organizes 
around four broad questions that analytics answers for fundraising:

ANSWERING THE FOUR BIG QUESTIONS 
TO FUNDRAISING SUCCESS

Who is the audience? 

The segments or individuals targeted within your fundraising program.

What is the offer? 

The offer, ask string, creative, and style for the fundraising ask.

When do you engage? 

The timing and cadence of donor or prospect engagement.

Where do you engage? 

The media (outbound promotion) and channels (inbound) used to  
engage your donors and prospects. 

http://merkleinc.com/
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Challenge:
Large national charity was using Target TAGs for lapsed audience selection. Performance was in decline, 
causing a reduction in the use of the lapsed audience to grow the active donorfile.

Outcome:
Increased acquisition/reactivation net revenue by $800k+ in first year of new analytics-driven strategy.  

Approach:
Merkle developed a custom lapsed reactivation model to target higher value donors with strong 
lifetime value. This model was tested head-to-head with the Target TAGs model demonstrating 
great potential.  

 f Response rate increased by 6%.

 f Average gift improved by 80% with $20+ donors increasing by 111%.

 f Income per donor solicited increased by 100% over Target TAG 
model.

 f Tripled the size of the lapsed audience that could be targeted. 

IDENTIFICATION OF  
THE AUDIENCE | WHO

In the nonprofit sector, the bulk of marketing analytics today is centered on the audience (who) manifesting as 
follows: Who should we be targeting for fundraising? 

The specific cases for the “who” category vary across the donor lifecycle – from prospects to lapsed, and up and 
down the giving pyramid – from low-dollar single gift givers to planned giving prospects. Let’s look at a few 
common examples of identifying the audience:

Look-alike models: A clone or look-alike model identifies a specific audience to acquire (or rent) with a co-
op or compiled list broker. For example, a sustainer look-alike model profiles a high-value monthly giver by 
looking at existing sustainers and identifying those traits that distinguish them from one-time givers. Use this 
sustainer profile to target more new sustainers that fit the profile. 

Lapsed donor models: Lapsed or reactivation win-back models identify the lapsed donors most likely to give 
or who have the highest potential lifetime value so you can invest more to re-engage them.

of new analytics-
driven strategy

Increased acquisition/
reactivation net revenue by

$800k+ in first year

Case Study
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IDENTIFICATION OF  
THE AUDIENCE | WHO (CONT.)

Current donor models: These appeal models identify the donors most likely to give again or the donors with 
the highest potential lifetime value so you can target them in the next campaign.

New donor models: These acquisition models score rented names and remove the least likely to give when they 
do not meet the value threshold of investing to solicit them. 

Challenge:
A national health charity was investing $5+ million annually in cold acquisition of new donors. Analysis 
determined that this program was not breaking even within the established timeframe. That is, the 
organization was spending more money to acquire and retain new donors than these donors were expected 
to contribute over the coming years.

Outcome:
Applied advanced cluster segmentation to increase net revenue by $1.3 million by removing the 
lowest value donors from the acquisition campaign.

Approach:
Leveraged advanced segmentation to identify six major 
donor profiles. While many of these donor profiles were 
valuable, two were consistently losing money. Next, 
created acquisition list tiers to identify those lists that were 
performing below breakeven. Identified that half of the lists 
(approximately 60% of the names) were providing negative 
net revenue.

So, just cut these lists right? Wrong. Advanced segmentation told us that there are good donors on these 
lists. The winning approach overlaid the donor profiles on top of the list tiers and trimmed names that 
were from both the lower performing lists and the lower performing profiles.  

Applied advanced 

$1.3M
cluster segmentation 
to increase 
net revenue by 

Case Study
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Case Study (cont.)

IDENTIFICATION OF  
THE AUDIENCE | WHO (CONT.)

High-dollar donor models: Major donor, planned giving, upgrade, and sustainer propensity-to-give models 
identify the most valuable segments and individuals to upsell or cross-sell.

$0.16 1.00%

$0.14 0.90%

$0.12
0.80%

$0.10
0.70%

0.60%
$0.08

0.50%

$0.06
0.40%

$0.02 0.20%

$0.04 0.30%

$0.00
Tier 1/2 Tier 3/4 Top Segments

Revenue per name RR%

Tier 3/4 Bottom Segments
0.00%

Figure 1: Performance by Revenue, Name and Response Rate

Figure 1 demonstrates that the “good” profiles from the lower tier lists outperform the higher tier lists in 
revenue and response. Too much value would have been left on the table by cutting entire lists.
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Case Study

HOW TO IDENTIFY THE BEST  
OFFER FOR YOUR AUDIENCE |  
WHAT

Challenge:
A major nonprofit leveraged two different offers to acquire new donors. Historically, these programs were 
run separately, with each offer being extended to an individual based on who purchased the name. There 
were two issues with this approach. First, a significant portion of the names existed in both programs. 
Thus, an individual would receive two completely different offers from the same organization and was 
solicited by two independent communication streams. Second, one of the offers (while being inexpensive 
to deploy) experienced significantly lower average gifts and retention rates.

Outcome:
Deploying a sophisticated next best offer model, the 
organization was able to make the right offer to the right 
person and increase net present value by over 50%!

Approach:
Since these populations had always been assigned to 
their independently run programs, the first step was to 
develop in-market testing to essentially swap the offers. 
For example, a person purchased through one program 
would be deployed through the other campaign. The 
next step was to build a series of propensity models to 
determine an individual’s preference for a given offer. 
Finally, the decision should not be made purely on likely 

response given that each offer demonstrates significantly different 
values. So, each name was assigned a predicted net present value for  
a given offer, and the highest value offer was selected.

Net Value = Predicted response rate X 
(Avg. 1st gift + avg. 5-year subsequent net value) -
Avg. acquisition cost per contact
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Typical Approach Next Best Offer Approach

Figure 2: Population NPV Increased by 53%

Delivering the Best Offer (What) at the Best Time (When)
Rapidly making their way into the nonprofit analytics conversations are the categories: “what” (creative and 
offer) and “when” (timing and cadence). Using our statistical tools, we methodically sift through large volumes 
of demographic, engagement, and donor behavior data to make decisions about specific donor segments and, 
where possible, about individual named donors. In the following section, we present two case studies to 
demonstrate the reach and power of marketing analytics for the two categories – “what” and “when”.

Increase 
net present 
value by over 50%!

http://merkleinc.com/
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Case Study

Challenge:
Like many nonprofits, a large scale foundation was struggling with declining revenue from their direct mail 
fundraising program. The exact cause was unknown, although there were many theories: shifting audience 
demographics, the economic downturn, lackluster creative, over-reliance on premiums, and a myriad of other 
external and internal possible issues. The charity did what most groups do – mail more. Mail more people 
within each campaign, mail more frequently to those people, or create even more campaigns. And yet, the 
program revenue continued to decline and costs kept increasing, thereby causing lower net revenue and 
leaving fewer funds for service and programs. How could they reverse this downward spiral and get back to 
growing revenues?

Outcome:
Using a Contact Cadence model described in the below approach, the foundation carefully targeted 
giving appeals at the individual level. The foundation reduced contact frequency by over 25% without 
any decrease in net revenue (in fact, net revenue increased slightly).  

 f Decreased number of contacts: Counter-intuitively, we were able to achieve better results by 
mailing fewer times: ~five fewer mail touches in the model group.

 f Reduced costs: Fewer mail touches resulted in lower costs: a  
26% reduction in direct costs with a positive impact on net.

 f Improved ROI: ROI improved by 38% for the model group,  
driven by significantly lower costs and slightly better gross 
revenue. 

DECIDING THE BEST TIME TO  
DELIVER THE OFFER | WHEN

on net

26% reduction
 in direct costs with a 
positive impact

by 38% 

ROI
improved
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Case Study (cont.)

Approach:
Before making any further changes to the direct mail program, the foundation set about understanding its 
approximately 320,000 donors. In particular, we wanted to understand the optimal contact cadence. Our 
hypothesis was simple – mailing some donors more frequently actually made sense – they would give 
more, and the increase in revenue would handily cover the added cost. Other donors, however, simply were 
not able or willing to give more no matter how frequently we mailed. If we could predict each donor’s 
giving pattern, we could adapt their contact cadence to match their giving potential and responsiveness. 
We further hypothesized that donors varied in their preferred time of year to give. A high-profile 
celebration month and end of year were particularly popular giving periods, but some donors gave at other 
times of year as well. 

The foundation has a vast amount of historical contact and giving data to which we overlaid third-party 
demographic and psychographic data to create a rich donor profile. While impossible to see using simple 
reporting and traditional RFM analyses, we were convinced that a thorough pass using advanced analytics 
tools would offer insights.

The result was a framework of predictive models that provided an optimal contact cadence for each 
individual donor, accounting for that donor’s value to the organization and a recommendation on the time 
of year that he or she was most likely to give. In other words, we predicted the future lifetime value of 
each donor and recommended an appropriate investment level (cost) and corresponding number of direct 
mail touches, then took it one step further to recommend which campaigns were best for each donor. The 
recommendations drove the selects for each mailing within each campaign, ensuring that just the right 
donors were included in each touch as the year progressed.  

DECIDING THE BEST TIME TO  
DELIVER THE OFFER | WHEN (CONT.)

http://merkleinc.com/
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Case Study

IDENTIFYING WHICH CHANNELS  
TO ENGAGE | WHERE 

Insights are being leveraged for advanced attribution and media mix optimization solutions. Outside of 
structured testing, media mix modeling is the only method to quantify the incremental impacts that various 
channels have on giving behavior.

Challenge:
A top nonprofit organization needed to quantify the impact of brand and promotional marketing across a 
number of media choices to inform optimization of limited marketing dollars and maximize the number 
of new donors. Specifically, the challenge was to move past simple last-touch attribution and optimize 
the marketing spend across a complex mix of addressable and non-addressable brand and promotional 
channels and sub-channels, including:

Television  
(Cable, Network, 

Local)

Public Service 
Announcement  

(Airports, Billboards,  
Bus Shelters, Mall  

Posters, Print)

Display

Social  
(Pinterest, Facebook)

Paid Search

Public  
Relations

Live Events

SEO

Face-To-Face 
(Monthly Giving, 

Sponsorship)
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Case Study (cont.)

IDENTIFYING WHICH CHANNELS  
TO ENGAGE | WHERE (CONT.) 

Outcome:
The organization can increase donors by 20% without spending a single extra dollar. These sponsorships 
are expected to yield an incremental $3.2 million in five-year net present value. Utilizing a scenario 
planning tool, the organization is able to make more informed decisions regarding how to get the most out 
of their marketing spend across channels. In this case, significantly reducing spend in television and more 
traditional channels while increasing spend for display and paid search was most efficient.

Approach:
A media mix optimization project was 
completed which provided deep insight 
regarding the relative contribution of 
each form of brand and promotional 
media with the goal of maximizing 
new donors. The solution also included 
a scenario planning tool that enables 
the organization to hypothetically 
“turn spend up or down” within 
each channel to identify what spend 
allocation scenario will likely result 
in the maximum number of new 
sponsorships…truly an amazing tool! 

This 20% increase in donors and the 
subsequent $3.2 million is driven by 
the realization that certain media (TV, 
face-to-face) were more expensive than 
previously thought and others (paid web 
and live events) were less expensive. 

$3.2MM 
potential 
increase 
of return 

in 5 years

TV

Paid Search

Display

Face-to-Face

Live Events

TOTAL

Media

$1,500,000

$10,969,763

$3,976,458

$770,000

$330,000

$4,393,305

Actual 
Spend

$1,462,155

$10,696,763

$3,014,303

$1,770,000

$1,330,000

$3,393,305

Optimized 
Spend

-3%

0%

-24%

130%

303%

-23%

% Change 
in Spend

-1%

20%

-13%

112%

251%

-12%

% Change in 
New Donors

Figure 3: Actual vs. Optimized Media Spend

$373

TV Paid Web Face-to-Face Live Events

$479

$559

$464

$346

$426 $411
$359

Direct / Rules Based
Modeled Attribution

Figure 4: Cost per New Sponsorship

Incremental $3.2 million in 
five-year net present value
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Conclusion
We know that the decision to give is a very emotional one and that the motivators behind the choice to give can 
vary widely from one group of individuals to the next. Given this fact, Merkle has been focusing on tapping 
into the emotional and motivational components of why people make the choice to give.

We know that an affiliation or direct connection to an organization’s goals is a key giving motivator. However, 
we also know that there are other powerful, underlying forces that drive the giving decision.  

Our unique and proprietary solution is an investigative process that combines the benefits of specialized 
qualitative research with advanced analytics to allow unique insight into the other emotionally driven 
motivators that drive giving behavior. This solution is being used to inform and drive:

In this paper, we have shown a few of the many ways nonprofits can address the challenges posed by their 
boards and their constituents:

Be more efficient: Lapsed reactivation modeling and cold acquisition profiling are two powerful tools to 
maximize an organization’s limited funds in growing its donor base.

Engage more and in more relevant ways: Leveraging next best offer techniques, nonprofits can ensure that 
each constituent receives the offer that will most compel them to action and build the strongest long-term 
relationship.

It’s not always what, but when: Contact cadence modeling is one of the strongest techniques to identify not 
only who is worth investing in (where many organizations stop), but also when to invest in them and how they 
will likely react to that outreach.

Connect with donors where they live: The allocation of marketing investments across media is one of the 
most challenging questions nonprofits face today. Media mix optimization techniques can help organizations 
make these decisions using data that is most representative of the reality of our multi-channel word.

In short, analytically driven decisions are better decisions. Organizations that choose to embrace the data 
sciences to inform fundraising strategies and drive more meaningful constituent experiences will become the 
leaders of the pack.

DRIVING FUNDRAISING EFFICIENCY 
THROUGH ADVANCED ANALYTICS

 f More advanced and actionable data-driven 
segmentations

 f Brand and communication strategy

 f Offer development

 f Competitive response

 f Value proposition development

 f Positioning

 f Ad testing
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technology-enabled performance 
marketing agency and the largest 
independent agency in the US for 
CRM, digital, and search. For 
more than 25 years, Fortune 1000 
companies and leading nonprofit 
organizations have partnered 
with Merkle to maximize the 
value of their customer portfolios. 
The agency’s heritage in data, 
technology, and analytics forms the 
foundation for its unmatched skills 
in understanding consumer insights. 
When combined with its strength in 
performance media, Merkle creates 
customer experiences that drive 
improved marketing performance 
and shareholder value. With more 
than 2,700 employees, the privately 
held corporation is headquartered 
in Columbia, Maryland with 14 
additional offices in the US and 
offices in London, Shanghai and 
Nanjing. For more information, 
contact Merkle at 1-877-9-Merkle  
or visit www.merkleinc.com.
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